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Abstract

Article History

In this study, the variety in quality of instruction in fraction lessons at Grade 5
in Dutch primary schools was investigated. Twenty-four teachers participated
in the study. To examine the quality of instruction of fraction lessons, Hill‟s
mathematical quality of instruction framework and general pedagogical
instruction strategies (seen to contribute to effective teaching) were combined
into an observational scheme. In particular, it was investigated if profiles
based on lesson observations could be identified using cluster analysis, and
how these profiles could be characterized. The cluster analysis was validated
by comparing different types of cluster analyses, discriminant analysis as well
as via expert consultation sessions. Results showed six profiles of fraction
lessons, which differed in terms of the extent to whether teaching was
connectivist or transmissionist in nature, and the extent to which teaching was
student-focused or content-focused. The study contributes to existing studies
by developing the Quality of Instruction for Fraction Lessons (QIFL)
framework, and by showing a more nuanced and richer picture of the teaching
of fractions than previous studies. In terms of practical implications, the study
showed that it is the combination of organizing a lesson well, a good
pedagogical climate, and a focus on understanding the subject matter that
contributes to good teaching.
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Introduction
This study focuses on capturing the diversity in mathematics teaching, in particular fraction teaching, in Dutch
grade 5 classrooms. Fractions are considered as one of the most difficult concepts in primary mathematics
teaching and learning for several reasons. For example, they do not occur in students‟ daily life (Nickson, 2000).
Additionally, the nature of a fraction, that consists of a numerator and denominator, is difficult for students to
grasp. They have to come to understand the difference between whole numbers, and the meaning of a numerator
and denominator (Behr, Wachsmuth, Post, & Lesh, 1984; Lamon, 2012; Nickson, 2000). Students often find it
difficult to understand that the unit may not only be one object, but also a group of objects (e.g., Lamon, 2012).
Similarly, the notion of relative comparison is perceived as difficult, which means that a fraction can be a
process (of dividing two numbers) and a product (i.e., the outcome of a division) simultaneously (e.g., Sfard,
1991). Calculating with fractions difficult, for example the notion of “multiplying makes larger” is not
necessarily applicable (Hart, 1981). These and other researchers (e.g., Torbeyns, Schneider, Xin, & Siegler,
2015) suggest teachers play an essential role in the development of children‟s ability to work with fractions. The
importance of the teacher‟s role has also been raised in mathematics textbook research (e.g., Charalambous,
Delaney, Hsu, & Mesa, 2010). These studies have concluded that the mediation of these curriculum materials in
the classroom, rather than the curriculum materials themselves, influenced how students learn fractions.
There are at least two perspectives to high quality teaching. First, the subject-matter perspective that focuses on
how teachers instruct about the concepts at hand. Hill, Blunk et al. (2008; see also Ball, Thames, & Phelps,
2008) have coined the term Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI), which describes how teachers interact
with the subject of a lesson and with students, and how students interact with the subject (Hill, Blunk et al.,
2008). Another approach to teaching is a more general, pedagogical perspective: school improvement and
school effectiveness studies in the Netherlands (e.g., Creemers & Reezigt, 1996) as well as in other countries
(e.g., Muijs et al., 2014) have suggested elements that make an effective (mathematics) teacher. For example,
effective teachers provide structured lessons and communicate high expectations. These and other aspects of
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what counts as good teaching are relevant for any mathematics lesson, but given the abstract nature of fractions
and the difficulties students have in learning about fractions, become much more relevant.
While many studies have investigated mathematics lessons from a more general teaching perspective (Creemers
& Reezigt, 1996; Muijs et al., 2014), much less have attempted to do so from a subject-matter perspective or
from a combination of these perspectives. We have combined these two lenses in our analytical frame for the
quality of fraction lessons, to provide a more complete notion for quality of instruction, and we have therefore
amended the original MQI instrument to fit both perspectives (cf. Charalambous & Praetorius, 2018). We refer
to this combination as the Quality of Instruction for Fraction lessons (QIFl) framework.

Theoretical Framework
As stated in the introduction, in this study, two theoretical lenses were used, namely (a) the mathematical quality
of instruction and (b) general pedagogical instruction strategies. The mathematical quality of instruction
considers the question of what constitutes good quality of mathematics instruction (e.g., Ball et al., 2008). In
this study, we applied the MQI instrument that was developed by the Learning Mathematics for Teaching
Project (2010), which is the constellation of dimensions that describe “the rigor and richness of the mathematics
of the lesson” (Hill et al., 2008, p. 431), such as students‟ and teachers‟ explanations and student participation.
As a whole, the four MQI dimensions consider how teacher, students, and the content of the lesson interact. The
first dimension is richness, which concerns how teachers present the content of the lesson. For example, do
teachers explain why something is correct or calculated in a given manner and do they connect and link between
for example drawings representing fractions and written fractions. The second dimension is working with
students and mathematics, which concerns how teachers and students work together and interact about the
mathematical content of the lesson. For example, do teachers remediate errors students make and if so, do
teachers explain procedural steps (how) or do they address conceptual notions (why) while remediating the
errors? The third dimension is errors and imprecision, and deals with errors made by teachers in terms of for
instance their own language use and mathematical notation. The fourth and final dimension is student
participation in meaning making and reasoning, which deals with how students interact with the lesson content.
For example, do students provide explanations and are they actively working on the mathematics? Each
dimension consists of a number of codes that operationalize the dimensions (see Table 1).
The second lens that was used in this study has its origins in school effectiveness and school improvement
studies that have found characteristics of good teaching, contributing to student learning (e.g., Muijs et al., 2014;
Sammons, Hillman, & Mortimore, 1995). These characteristics are more general, and they focus on general
pedagogical instruction strategies. Generally, research has shown that a set of general pedagogical instruction
strategies are relevant: (a) time on task, (b) certain teaching strategies, (c) the direct instruction model, (d) using
curriculum materials, and (e) communicating high expectations. First, learning time, in terms of opportunity to
learn or time on task, is said to be essential for learning gains (Creemers & Reezigt, 1996; Muijs et al., 2014). In
other words, as much lesson time as possible should be connected to mathematical content (Learning
Mathematics for Teaching Project, 2010). Second, Sammons et al. (1995) showed that teaching strategies such
as orienting, guided instruction, and summarizing promoted learning. Third, the direct instruction model has
appeared to be an effective approach to teaching, and in particular in the domain of mathematics (Houtveen,
Van de Grift, & Creemers, 2004). The direct instruction model structures a lesson around four phases: orienting,
guided practice, working individually or in small groups, and discussion. The direct instruction model is used in
many Dutch primary schools, and the Dutch Inspectorate looks for the application of this model when visiting
classrooms. Clearly, there are other approaches to effective instruction (e.g., Muijs et al., 2014), that are
practiced elsewhere, but typically they include similar kinds of phases. Fourth, the extent to which teachers
follow curriculum materials influences the effectiveness of instruction (Hill & Charalambous, 2012), that is if
they rely heavily on the curriculum materials it might lead to teaching by the book, rather than being studentfocused. Fifth, effective teachers have been shown to communicate high, but realistic expectations about student
achievement (e.g., Creemers & Reezigt, 1996; Muijs et al., 2014).

Aims and Research Questions
We identified two issues with existing studies. First, previous studies investigating subject-matter teaching used
the MQI. We added general pedagogical instruction strategies to the MQI, and we refer to this combination as
QIFl. Second, many previous studies took a variable-centred approach, meaning that they distinguished high
versus low quality by looking at separate quality indicators (e.g., Hill, Blunk et al., 2008; Hill & Charalambous,
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2012; Hill, Umland, Litke, & Kapitula, 2012), with the exception of Gallacher (2016), who observed Grade 4
and 5 mathematic lessons in the United States. Using the four MQI dimensions, their 13 corresponding codes,
and cluster analysis, she identified four profiles: (a) strong practices that scored high on all MQI codes, (b)
developing practices that scored averaged on all MQI codes, (c) weak practices scored low on MQI but did not
make many errors, and (d) lots of errors, who scored low on MQI and made lots of errors. The recent study used
cluster analysis and attempted to establish a typology (i.e., a set of profiles) of fraction lessons with QIFl, thus
taking a person-centred approach (Pastor et al., 2007).
In this explorative study, we aimed to reveal profiles of Dutch teachers‟ fraction lessons in terms of QIFl. The
research question was formulated as follows: Which profiles of teachers’ fraction lessons can be distinguished,
and what characterizes these profiles?

Research Design and Methods
Participants
In order to find teachers, emails were sent to primary schools, explaining the purpose and details of the study.
Participation in the study was completely voluntary, and twenty-four Dutch primary education teachers (8
males, 16 females) of 23 schools opted in. Their mean age was 42 years (sd = 10.73 years, min = 28 years, max
= 60 years). Ten of them had between eight and 15 years of teaching experience, eight between four and seven
years, five more than 16 years; and one for between zero and three years. Eighteen participants were regular
teachers, but some also had additional functions within their schools, such as mathematics coordinator. All
teachers were teaching Grade 5, in which fractions are an important part of the mathematics curriculum.

Procedure
The teachers were followed over one school year. Three fraction lessons of each teacher were video- and audiotaped. These lessons were distributed over the year: the first lesson was observed in October; the second lesson
in February/March; and the third lesson in May/June. When arranging a date and time to observe, we explicitly
asked teachers in which lessons fractions were the main topic and observed these. Teachers thus followed their
own lesson plans and/or the curriculum materials. Therefore, the content of lessons differed from for example
comparing fractions (e.g., two painters are painting a wall each, one has painted , the other : which of them
painted the most and what is the difference between them), linking fractions with percentages and decimals, to
applying fractions to, for example, baking cookies. This approach was chosen, because it would show teachers‟
ability of providing a fraction lesson in an authentic setting.

The QIFl Instrument
To analyse the lessons in terms of QIFl, we used the original MQI instrument (Learning Mathematics for
Teaching Project, 2010) and amended it to include general pedagogical instruction strategies. QIFl consists of
nine codes, four of which are leaning on the original MQI dimensions (see Table 1). Each dimension consists of
several codes that are scored on lesson fragments of about seven minutes. The 72 video-taped lessons were
therefore divided into such fragments, which were each coded. Each code was given a score of low (i.e., did not
occur, or was of poor quality), mid (i.e., did occur and was of reasonable quality), or high (i.e., did occur and
was of good or exceptional quality). All codes in the errors and imprecision dimension were scored conversely,
meaning that a low score represented no errors or imprecision.
The remaining five codes of QIFl represented general pedagogical instruction strategies. Two of these were
original MQI binary codes. The first focused on whether the classroom work was connected to mathematics.
Another focused on teaching strategies (i.e., orienting, guided instruction, checking for understanding and
summarizing) and asked which of these four strategies were present during the observed lesson. Third, we made
an inventory of which phases of the direct instruction model occurred during each fragment and consequently
during the whole lesson (Houtveen et al., 2004). Fourth, we added a binary code on each fragment that asked
whether curriculum materials (e.g., textbooks) were used during this fragment. Finally, communicating high
expectations was added as a code, in terms of the extent that teachers communicated high expectations to their
students. This dimension was based on the whole lesson and scored low, mid, and high in alignment with the
original MQI instrument.
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Table 1. Dimensions and codes of QIFl
Dimensions and codes
Fragment/ lesson
scores
Richness of mathematics*

Linking or connections
Explanations
Multiple procedures or solution methods
Developing mathematical generalizations
Mathematical language
Working with students and mathematics*

Low, mid, high
Low, mid, high
Low, mid, high
Low, mid, high
Low, mid, high

Thorough remediation of student errors and
difficulties
Responding to student mathematical
productions in instruction
Errors and imprecision*

Low, mid, high

Major mathematical errors or serious
mathematical oversights
Imprecision in language or notation
(mathematical symbols)
Lack of clarity
Student participation in meaning making and
reasoning*
Students provide explanations
Student mathematical questioning and
reasoning
Enacted task cognitive activation
Classroom work is connected to mathematics*

Low, mid, high
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Overall rating
mostly low, below mid, mid,
above mid, mostly high

mostly low, below mid, mid,
above mid, mostly high

Low, mid, high
mostly low, below mid, mid,
above mid, mostly high

Low, mid, high
Low, mid, high
mostly low, below mid, mid,
above mid, mostly high
Low, mid, high
Low, mid, high
Low, mid, high
Yes, no

Teaching strategies*
Orienting
Summarization
Checking broadly for understanding
Differentiated instruction
Phases of the direct instruction model

Yes, no
Yes, no
Yes, no
Yes, no

Instruction
Guided exercise
Working alone or in small groups
Discussion
Use of curriculum materials

Yes, no
Yes, no
Yes, no
Yes, no
Yes, no

mostly low, below mid, mid,
above mid, mostly high
How many out of four

low (not used), mid (the phases
were partially used or in a
different order), high (all phases
used in the correct order)

low (never), mid (sometimes), to
high (always)
Communicating high expectations
Low, mid, high
mostly low, below mid, mid,
above mid, mostly high
*These dimensions and/or codes were leaning on Learning Mathematics for Teaching Project (2010)
The inter-rater reliability of the scoring of the QIFl was established. Two researchers (also two of the authors)
were involved, who each followed an online MQI training developed by Hill and colleagues
(https://cepr.harvard.edu/mqi-access). The researchers independently scored 48 fragments (about 10% of all
fragments) of six lessons of six teachers that were chosen randomly. During this process, the researchers held
several discussions dealing with the interpretation of the codes. The percentages of agreement per MQI
dimension were: Richness of mathematics: 78.33%, Working with students and mathematics: 85.42%, Errors
and imprecision: 94.44%, and Student-participating in meaning making and reasoning: 88.19%. The
percentages of agreement for the general pedagogical instruction strategies were: Classroom work is connected
to mathematics: 95.92%, Teaching strategies: 83,33%, Phases of direct instruction model: 93,75%,
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Communicating high expectations: 50%, and Use of curriculum materials: 100%. Therefore, it was concluded
that the scoring of QIFl was reliable. Subsequently, all lesson fragments were scored by the two researchers.
Next, because we wanted to get an overall perspective on the QIFl per lesson, the fragment scores on the codes
per dimension were combined to an overall rating of each dimension per lesson (Koopman, Thurlings, & den
Brok, 2019). To do so, a five-point scale was developed (1 = mostly low, 2 = below mid, 3 = mid, 4 = above
mid, and 5 = mostly high). For example, one teacher‟s scores on the fragment codes within the dimension
working with students and mathematics were h, h, h, h, h, m, and l (Remediation of student errors and
difficulties) and h, m, h, h, h, h, h, and l (Responding to student mathematical productions in instruction). His
overall score on the dimension became 5, as the vast majority of his fragment scores were high. It was decided
to combine the fragment scores to determine the overall quality of a lesson per dimension, because the overall
picture was considered more representative of the quality of a dimension in a lesson than the separate scores per
fragment. The same approach was also used for two of the codes for the general pedagogical instruction
strategies: connected to mathematics and communicating high expectations. A similar kind of approach was
used combining the scores of the three remaining codes of QIFl into an overall rating. The code teaching
strategies was rated onto the number of teaching strategies used (no strategies = 0, all strategies = 4). The
fragment scores of the code direct instruction model were converted into a lesson level rating, ranging from low
(the direct instruction model was not used), to mid (the phases of the direct instruction model were partially
used or in a different order than described in Houtveen et al. [2004]), to high (all phases of the direct instruction
model were used completely and in the correct order). The fragment scores of the binary code (i.e., yes or no) of
application of curriculum materials were converted into a lesson level rating, ranging from low (the curriculum
materials were not used at all), to mid (the curriculum materials were partially used during the lesson), to high
(the curriculum materials were used during the whole lesson).
To establish reliability of this procedure, we used two approaches. First, correlation analyses of the separate
fragment scores per code and their overall ratings per lesson showed all scores contributed to the overall quality
ratings: all correlations were significant and ranged between 0.30 and 0.64. Second, to establish reliability of the
scoring procedure researcher B followed an audit-like procedure and checked the overall scores given by
researcher A. This yielded an overall agreement of over 80% and, next, in case of disagreement, the researchers
discussed until agreement was reached.

Analysis
By means of cluster analysis, we explored whether the teachers‟ lessons could be divided into clusters. Cluster
analysis is a technique that identifies groups wherein individuals are similar to each other but different to
individuals in other groups (Norusis, 2011). The nine dimensions of QIFl were used as cluster variables.
We applied hierarchical cluster analysis. Euclidean distances were used to make sure the clusters were optimally
different from each other. The Ward method was used to make sure teachers within one cluster were optimally
similar. We applied three additional criteria to decide on the most appropriate clusters: (a) the Eta-square on the
nine codes, explaining whether clusters were statistically different in terms of its constitute parts, had to increase
significantly for each new cluster solution; (b) there had to be more than one member within each cluster; and
(c) the clusters had to be interpretable.
Based on criterion a, we started by exploring the means and standard deviations of the nine codes for four, five,
and six cluster solutions. Criterion b was met in each option. Next, we tried to interpret the groups in the four,
five and six clusters (criterion c): could we formulate how each group is characterized? As the groups within the
four and five clusters were harder to interpret than those in the six clusters, we decided on six clusters.
Discriminant analysis was used to validate the 6 cluster solution. The discriminant analysis revealed that 66.7%
(i.e., 16 teachers) of the individuals was similarly classified compared to cluster membership.
In interpreting the clusters, we tried to formulate a coherent story of the members of the respective cluster
groups, in addition to and based on the means and standard deviations of the observational data of QIFl. We
therefore in detail described the raw scores of the cluster members on the nine variables to make the profile
descriptions more vivid. Given word limits, in the findings we portray one lesson of one cluster member.
Finally, we extensively discussed and finally agreed upon a label for each cluster, and input from the experts
(see next paragraph) were also used to validate these names. In this discussion, we leaned on former studies,
such as Askew, Brown, Rhodes, Wiliam, and Johnson (1997). These labels characterize the teaching, rather than
the teachers themselves.
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To further validate the six cluster solution, two other approaches to cluster analysis were applied (hierarchical
cluster analysis with between groups links and k-means). These approaches mostly showed the same clustering
as the Ward approach. Furthermore, we consulted three experts, who were all mathematics teacher educators for
primary education. After an explanation of QIFl, they were presented with the texts of the six portraits. We
asked them whether they recognized the teaching in each portrait and whether and which differences they saw
between the portraits. Next, they were shown six graphical representations, based on the means of each cluster
and graphical representations of scores of each of the 24 teachers, and we asked them to group the 24 teachers
into the six clusters. Each session was audio-taped and notes were taken. The experts recognized the six portraits
in similar ways we did. Expert 1 correctly grouped 71% of the teachers‟ graphical representations, expert 2
79%, and expert 3 92%. Based on the expert consultation, some details (e.g., more fraction examples and details
on e.g. the kind of blackboard teachers used) were changed within these portraits, to clarify issues they raised.
To sum up, the other approaches to cluster analysis showed the same results and the experts recognized the
portraits, identified the similarities and differences between the clusters as we did in our discussions, and mostly
grouped the individual members of the clusters into the appropriate graphical representations.

Results
The first row in Table 2 shows the means, standard deviations, and standardized Z-scores for the 24 teachers‟
observation results. Standardized Z-scores were used as the possible minimum and maximum scores differed
between the variables (see Table 1). Generally, the scores on the MQI dimensions were close to the centre of the
scale, except for errors and imprecision: most lessons were almost error-free (m = 4,29, sd = 0.78). The scores
on the general pedagogical instruction strategies showed effective teaching in terms of connectedness to
mathematics (m = 4,47, sd = 0,63, minimum score = 1, maximum score = 5) and communicating high
expectations to students (m = 3,96, sd = 1,09, minimum score = 1, maximum score = 5). Generally, about three
out of four possible teaching strategies were used (m = 3,06, sd = 0,64). The strategy summarizing was usually
not present.
Six teacher profiles were identified. Table 2 additionally shows the descriptive statistics for QIFl for each
cluster, including the standardized Z-scores. As the standardized Z-scores made the differences between the
clusters clearer, Figure 1 shows these standardized Z-scores in a radar plot. The first two clusters scored high on
the subject-matter teaching, on all four of the original MQI codes, yet cluster 1 scored higher on the Student
participation in meaning making and reasoning dimension than cluster 2. These two clusters differed in their
general pedagogical approach: Cluster 1 was more student-focused, while cluster 2 was more content- and
teacher-focused. This difference lay in the scores on Student participation in meaning making and reasoning
dimension (higher for cluster 1 than 2), Direct instruction model (higher for cluster 2 than 1) and Use of
curriculum materials (higher for cluster 2 than 1). Cluster 1 was labelled connectivist teaching linking to student
thinking, and connectivist teaching for short. The label for cluster 2 became transmissionist, thorough, content
oriented teaching, and thorough teaching for short.
Clusters 3 and 4 both scored around average on the subject-matter teaching, yet cluster 3 tended to make more
errors (Errors and imprecision) than cluster 4. Cluster 3 tried to be student-focused and to experiment with or
beyond the curriculum materials (lower score on Direct instruction model and Use of curriculum materials), but
where not able to provide rich lessons (lower score on Richness) and was therefore were labelled as creative,
experimenting teaching – and experimenting teaching for short. Cluster 4 followed the curriculum materials
closely and were teacher-focused (high scores on Direct instruction model and Use of curriculum materials).
Therefore, this cluster was called autopilot teaching, linking to content, and autopilot teaching for short.
Cluster 5 was similar to cluster 4, yet they had classroom management issues. They used the curriculum
materials extensively, which is probably why they made few errors (high score on Errors and imprecision).
This cluster was labelled content-oriented and relying completely on the textbook teaching, and teaching to the
book for short. Finally, cluster 6-teachers were found to teach problematic lessons, from both the subject-matter
teaching perspective and from the general pedagogical strategies perspective (their scores were almost always
the lowest as compared to the other clusters) – which was corroborated by the experts – and each of them
showed similar kinds of issues with their classroom management as cluster 5, and can be described as ineffective
teaching.
In general, the six clusters differed mainly on Richness, Working with students and materials, Student
participation in meaning making and reasoning, and in Communicating high expectations. The standardized Zscores showed that the clusters differed as well on the other variables. In the remainder of this section we will
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portray a lesson from individual members of each cluster. Within these portraits we refer to the dimensions
and/or codes of QIFl, depicted in brackets and in italics, to connect the portrait with QIFl.

Connectivist Teaching Linking to Student Thinking
An example of a cluster-1 teacher is Jeanine. The atmosphere in her classroom was safe and friendly. Her first
lesson was loosely structured around the direct instruction model. She did not use any curriculum materials but
self-made worksheets. Jeanine started this lesson by asking: “What is a fraction?” Students were given ample
opportunities to answer. Jeanine used continuous questioning, challenging her students to explain more and why
(Student participation in meaning making and reasoning). For example, one student said: “If you have a pizza,
and you cut in half, both have the same” (Student explanation). Jeanine used the example of braking one‟s leg,
to explain that fractions are divisions and there is the „whole‟. Using examples, such as their class of 23 students
and a bar of chocolate, the students concluded that the whole is not necessarily one (Linking and connections,
Explanations, Developing mathematical generalizations, Mathematical language, Student provide
explanations).
Another student said that if you add and you have to do something else, which is difficult. Jeanine kept on
challenging, asking why. She and the students concluded that these fractions are like apples and pears, which
one has to compute to bananas for example (i.e., finding the common denominator). At the end of this
introduction, all the rules that were discussed previously concerning fractions were summarized by all students,
such as recalculating fractions into their equivalent by searching for the common denominator (referring to the
apples, pears, and bananas) before ordering, comparing, adding or subtracting fractions.
Next, Jeanine handed out self-made worksheets and two of her students distributed these worksheets to their
classmates. All fraction problems on the worksheet, on graph paper so students could easily make bars, dealt
with addition and subtraction of fractions and students were asked to draw their solutions and procedures. Even
though she did not verbalise the learning goal for this lesson, it was clear from the video that she aimed for
understanding concerning fractions with different denominators, and that drawing the problem would support
this understanding, which connected to what one student had deemed as difficult in the beginning of the lesson.
Jeanine used the digital whiteboard to show the first fraction problem (
), and asked a student to work out
this problem, using bars (Linking and connections). Jeanine kept on asking questions and supported students to
help each other out, if they got stuck (Explanations, Working with students and mathematics, Student
explanations). A second problem (
) was similarly addressed. Jeanine said: Doing math is drawing, and by
explicitly doing so on the blackboard, she visualized links (Linking and connections).
The remaining part of the lesson consisted of students working alone or in small groups on the worksheet. Here,
Jeanine remediated errors, helped students taking the next step, and complimented students (Working with
students and mathematics, Communicating high expectations). While remediating errors, she constantly
challenged her students for understanding: “Why is that so, how do you know this?” (Explanations, Student
explanations). As such, she communicated high expectations to each student, on the level of their abilities.
Additionally, Jeanine addressed misconceptions or errors made by her students (both while helping individual
students and during whole-class instruction). Such a student was invited to explain and through Jeanine‟s
questions, these students came to realize what was wrong or other students were asked to help out. Making an
error or having a misconception was not judged or frowned upon, but Jeanine weaved these into her lesson
using them as a leverage for understanding (Working with students and mathematics, Student explanations,
Communicating high expectations). At the end of the lesson, she complimented the whole class on their on-taskbehaviour and asked the students: “What have you learned today?” The residue of the lesson was to draw the
fraction problem, especially if a student found fractions or that specific fraction problem difficult. The experts
thought Jeanine was a very good teacher, both from the MQI perspective and from the general pedagogical
perspective. One of them suggested Jeanine seemed to have considered students‟ prior knowledge and how she
could develop her lesson in order to match her students‟ knowledge.
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Seri 1

Seri 2

Experiencing success;
communication high
expectations

Use of curriculum materials

Seri 3

Seri 4

Seri 5

Richness of the mathematics
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
-0,5
-1
-1,5
-2
-2,5

Direct instruction model

Number of strategies

Seri 6

Seri 7

Working with students and
mathematics

Errors and imprecision
(recoded)

Student participation in
meaning-making and
reasoning

Classroom work is connected
to mathematics

Figure 1. The standardized Z-scores of the six clusters and overall
Note. Series1 = the overall mean; Series2 = cluster 1; Series3 = cluster 2; Series4 = cluster 3; Series5 = cluster
4; Series6 = cluster 5; and Series7 = cluster 6.

Transmissionist, Thorough, Content-Oriented Teaching
An example of a cluster-2 teacher is Dave. His second lesson was similarly structured around the direct
instruction model as was the lesson of Jeanine described above. The atmosphere in Dave‟s classroom was
friendly and cheerful, and he communicated high expectations to his students. After showing the lesson goal,
from the textbook materials (i.e., recognizing equivalent fractions), he also began the lesson with the question
“What do you know about fractions?”, linking to the lesson goal from the regular curriculum materials (i.e.,
recognizing equivalent fractions). After his students had discussed this question in small groups, Dave collected
their outcomes and wrote them on the blackboard. One of the students said: “
” and Dave asked another
student to prove this is true. He drew a pie on the blackboard, helping the student immediately (Richness,
Student participation in meaning making and reasoning). Later on, he addressed the concepts and meaning of
denominator and numerator (Links and connections, Explanations, Developing generalizations, Mathematical
language [Richness], Remediating of errors, Responding to student mathematical productions).
The main difference between Dave and Jeanine was that Dave steered the students much more than Jeanine (i.e.,
his approach was more teacher-centred). Dave asked direct questions or asked students to finish his sentences,
while Jeanine took a more open-ended approach. For example, while proving that “
”, Dave said “so, of
that pie is equal to…” student: “ ?”, Dave “equal to of that pie”. A similarity between them was that they used
misconceptions or errors of students to explain and correct concepts without any disapproval (Working with
students and mathematics). After the whole class instruction, students worked on assignments from the regular
curriculum materials and Dave circled around to help students (Richness, Working with students and
mathematics dimension, Student participation in meaning making and reasoning). Dave ended the lesson by
summarizing what the class had been doing and learning, and he repeated the main points (the final phase of the
direct instruction model). The experts indicated that Dave‟s lesson was a good standard lesson full of subject
matter knowledge.
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Creative, Experimenting Teaching
An example of a cluster-3 teacher is Nigella, who was affiliated to a Steiner school. She hardly used the
curriculum materials and followed the direct instruction model approximately, and her third lesson held a nice
example of how she tried to provide a creative lesson without any of the curriculum materials, however, this did
not lead to richness. In this lesson, she developed fraction problems that all dealt with baking cookies. She did
not verbalise a learning goal, but said: “We‟re going to calculate these problems”, which she had written on the
blackboard. Students were asked, for example, to work out the relation between water and flower or to
recalculate a recipe that was written for four people to six people. Fractions were also linked to percentages and
decimals: in some cases, Nigella had given some information concerning the recipes in percentages or decimals.
During the lesson, Nigella discussed the fraction problems plenary, in which she asked questions, but constantly
she wrote the answers on the blackboard before students actually said the answer or she gave the answer to her
own question by herself. In between these plenary discussions, students worked alone or in small groups and
Nigella circled around helping and encouraging students.
At almost all instances, the procedure of solving the problem was more prominent than the mathematical
reasoning (i.e., procedural level rather than conceptual; Richness). For example, in one of the cookie recipes,
1000 grams of flower was needed for five people and the problem was to calculate the recipe for three people.
Nigella steered the conversation and suggested to first calculate grams of flower needed for one person, which
she did on the blackboard herself. The next step was to multiply the 200 grams for one person by three. The
„why‟ of this procedure was not addressed (Richness). Nigella remediated errors, but only on a procedural
(how, rather than why) level. Her students did participate (Student participation in meaning making and
reasoning) but were mostly only filling in gaps created in Nigella‟s instruction (e.g., “so if I need 200 gram for
one person, for three people I need …”, students: “600”). Nigella did communicate expectations to her students
but on a lower level than Jeanine and Dave. In contrast to Jeanine and Dave, Nigella did not activate prior
knowledge at the start of the lesson nor did she ask questions like: “How do you know that …”, or “Explain that
…” during the lesson (Richness, Student participation in meaning making and reasoning). Also, in contrast to
Jeanine and Dave, Nigella did not visualize the calculations, except for one pie to show (Linking and
connecting). While Jeanine and Dave both summarized the lesson at its end, Nigella simply said “We‟re done
now”. The experts said that Nigella‟s lesson is based on a good idea, but was not a good lesson, probably
because “she started from a fun and motivating activity, rather than from learning goals”.

Autopilot Teaching, Linking to Content
An example from cluster 4 is Monica. Like Nigella, but in contrast to Jeanine and Dave, she did not formulate a
lesson goal. She started her second lesson with long division, as her students had recently done a test concerning
long division on which several students had scored insufficient marks. Monica used the blackboard to work out
two examples. She used a very procedural approach: what to do first, then what and so forth (Richness).
Students recited the needed multiplication tables collectively and acted as calculators (Student participation in
meaning making and reasoning). Subsequently, she turned to the main subject of the lesson: fractions. During
the start of the lesson, several students were not paying attention and Monica had to address them several times
(Connected to mathematics), which did help when she wanted to begin with the first fraction problem. At the
same time, she communicated high expectations to her students. The assignment, from the curriculum materials,
was projected onto the interactive whiteboard. The assignment consisted of several fraction division problems: a
bar of 8 cm was divided for example into 6 cm, 2 cm, and 0.5 cm, and students had to find out the
corresponding fraction. Monica worked out the first problem (6 cm) on the board in a procedural manner
(Richness). First, she and the students agreed that the 8-cm bar was the whole and could be written down as ,
and 1 cm was therefore

Next, she said that the 6-cm bar consisted of 6 out of 8 pieces (Explanations, Linking

and connecting). As 1 cm was already said to be , the 6-cm bar was Next, she asked whether this fraction
could be “made smaller” (i.e., imprecise mathematical language, while she meant reducing into the lowest
common denominator).
The students said that was indeed possible, and Monica helped them through the steps (Student participation in
meaning making and reasoning). She became imprecise, as it was hard for students to read what she was
writing. The original page of the curriculum materials was projected onto the interactive whiteboard and
Monica had to find empty spaces to write, and she did not write „cm‟ when the final answer was found. This
plenary procedural instruction took about 15 minutes. The remaining part of the lesson consisted of students
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working on their tasks (remainders from the curriculum materials-based tasks) and Monica first circled the
classroom and then sat behind her desk. Students who had questions were helped to take the next, procedural
step, e.g., “so how many do you need to add to make it 80?” or “so 1 cm was , how many is 5 cm?”
(Explanations, Student explanations, Remediation of errors). The end of Monica‟s lesson was unclear: several
students finished their tasks and started with other tasks for other subjects. The structure of this lesson loosely
followed the direct instruction model (i.e., plenary, procedural instruction followed by individual working), and
this structure was also observed during Monica‟s first and third lesson. Additionally, in her lessons she followed
the curriculum materials closely. It might be argued that cluster-4 teachers acted in an autopilot manner,
because they used the curriculum materials extensively without adaptations and did not alternate much in modes
of instruction. The experts indicated that Monica‟s lesson was uninspiring, a “model-imitate” approach and
questioned Monica‟s knowledge and beliefs.

Content-Oriented and Relying Completely on the Textbook Teaching
An example from a cluster-5 teacher is Sandy. She started her first lesson by turning to the curriculum materials
that were projected on the digital whiteboard. She said: “Open your books at page 68. It‟s about fractions” (i.e.,
she did not verbalize a learning goal) and very quickly activated students‟ prior knowledge by asking for the
meaning of whole, the numerator and denominator (Explanations, Linking and connecting). Sandy went over
the fraction problems displayed in the curriculum materials, explaining what students needed to do (i.e., the
solution procedure). During this 15 minute plenary instruction, we observed some explanations (Explanations;
Student explanations), for example when a student solved
, Sandy explained that the whole was
divided into fours, three out of fours were complete, so was missing and therefore the answer (Remediation of
student errors), but scores for all other codes were low. Sandy worked out all the steps herself, rather than
involving the students, writing the calculations on the side of a whiteboard, quickly stepping over steps such as
rather than
(Working with students and mathematics, Student participation in meaning
making and reasoning). She orally explained such steps, but very quickly, short, and on a procedural level only
(Richness). At the end of the instruction of each type of fraction problem, she asked if there were any students
having questions. Several of them said they did not understand, and Sandy said she would come to them later on
during the lesson and kept on going on the fraction problems displayed on the digital whiteboard. After about 20
minutes, she and the students held a break; afterwards, students worked alone or in small groups on the same
tasks and Sandy circled around, checking answers and helping students on a procedural level to achieve the
correct answer (Richness, Student participation in meaning making and reasoning). If these individual students
gave the correct answer, Sandy would say: “All right, you got it”.
Throughout the whole lesson, students were disruptive, not paying attention or not working on the tasks, and
therefore the scores for Student participation in meaning making and reasoning and in Connectedness to
mathematics were low. Sandy kept on ssh-ing, asking them to pay attention and work on. The lesson ended like
Nigella‟s, as Sandy simply said: “We‟re going to stop now”, complimented the students for working hard and
said that she hoped students now understood fractions, and that if they had any questions they should ask.
During this second part of the lesson, we observed some explanations and remediation of errors (receiving a
mid-score), for example when she helped a student in solving
, she asked what 1 is, and with his answer
the student came to the correct answer. Subsequently, she and the student solved a number of similar fraction
problems, and then she concluded that he understood, and said that he should always solve such problems by
working out the 1 into a fraction with an equivalent denominator. This lesson followed the phases of the direct
instruction model closely, contrary to her other lessons and the other cluster-5 teachers‟. She communicated
expectations to her students but not on a high level. For instance, when one student asked a question, she said
rather sarcastically: “Well, now I know, who‟s not paying attention”. The experts said that Sandy‟s lesson was,
like Monica‟s, uninspiring and a “model-imitate” approach, and additionally chasing through the textbook and
having classroom issues. They also questioned Sandy‟s knowledge and beliefs.

Ineffective Teaching
An example of a cluster-6 teacher is Sybil. Here, we focus on her third lesson. While many of her students were
still talking amongst each other, she just began the lesson. Slowly, the buzz reduced but never really disappeared
during the whole lesson. Sybil was constantly sssh-ing and asking for silence but hardly ever students did so.
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Probably because of these classroom management issues, her lesson was not fully connected to mathematics. At
the start of the lesson, there were two series of six pies on the blackboard (a task from the curriculum materials).
In the first series, students were asked to name the corresponding fractions to the partially filled out pies; in the
second series, to name the percentage. In both cases, there was little mathematical reasoning (Student
participation in meaning making and reasoning). For example, in the second series, the six answers were
already listed and by means of logic (i.e., that pie is filled out the most and 80% is the highest number, or 25%
is left for the one remaining pie) the percentages were linked to the pies. This part of the lesson was one
fragment. While she visually depicted fraction problems, she did not use these to verbally link and connect
(Linking and connecting). Next, she showed the learning goal, from the lesson materials: “You will learn how
many percent is added”.
During the next part of the lesson, which took about 10 minutes, Sybil discussed five fraction problems, also
from the curriculum materials, concerning percentages (e.g. how many is 125% if you know that 100% is
1000ml of yoghurt). The fraction problems were worked out in a procedural manner, but the steps not
articulated, for example, adding the 100% to the 25% was never made explicit (Explanations). If she remediated
errors, she would do so in a procedural manner, yet, she tended to neglect student utterances (Explanations,
Working with students and mathematics, Responding to students). Next, students were working alone or in small
groups on tasks from the curriculum materials and Sybil circled around. Occasionally, she helped students in a
procedural way (Explanations, Linking and connecting). Constantly, she kept on ssh-ing and asking for silence.
At one point, students actually were silent, but when Sybil left her classroom to retrieve some laptops for
students who were already finished, the buzz was back immediately. Several students were not working on
mathematics anymore and were pressed to work on their tasks (Connected to mathematics). The end of Sybil‟s
lesson was confusing, it was never clear when it had ended. Except for the discussion phase of the direct
instruction model, the lesson was structured around this model. She said that students should put their tasks
away, and handed out new materials for the next lesson. Also, she concluded that hardly any student had been
working on any task, moreover, she did not communicate high expectations to her students: she approached her
students in a cynical and negative way.

Discussion
In this study, we explored fraction lessons of 24 Dutch primary school teachers. A first contribution to existing
studies is the Quality of Instruction for Fraction lessons (QIFl) framework. The QIFl framework combines the
MQI instrument, which centres on subject-matter teaching mathematics (Ball, et al., 2008; Hill, Blunk et al.,
2008; Learning Mathematics for Teaching Project, 2010), and general pedagogical instruction strategies, that
describe teaching from a more pedagogical, instructional point of view (Creemers & Reezigt, 1996; Muijs et al.,
2014). Moreover, we exclusively focused on the teaching of fractions. Consequently, we were able to provide a
broader picture of what high quality means in this area.
A second contribution of our study is the application of cluster analysis, which made it possible to sketch a more
nuanced and richer picture of the teaching of fractions. The findings showed six profiles of teachers, which
differed in terms of MQI and the general pedagogical instruction strategies. Table 3 summarizes the names of
the six profiles, the focus of their teaching styles, and descriptions of their scores on the codes of the MQI and
the general pedagogical instruction strategies. As can be seen in the table, the profiles clearly differed on four
dimensions: (a) the extent to whether teaching was connectivist or transmissionist (Askew, et al., 1997), (b) the
extent to whether teaching was student-focused or content-focused, (c) the extent to which curriculum materials
were used (Hill & Charalambous, 2012), and (d) the extent to which lessons were following a direct instruction
model approach or were structured in other ways.
In general there seems to be a gradual diminishment in mathematical reasoning from cluster 1 to cluster 6,
which is visible in richness, engagement of the students, and the pedagogical-instructional approach. More
specifically, connectivist teaching and experimenting teaching were more connectivist in nature, and thorough
teaching, autopilot teaching, and teaching to the book were of transmissionist nature. Connectivist teaching and
experimenting teaching were more focused on students, and thorough teaching, autopilot teaching, and teaching
to the book were more content-focused. Thorough teaching, autopilot teaching, and especially teaching to the
book and ineffective teaching relied more on the curriculum materials, but it must be noted that thorough
teaching used these materials more thoughtfully than the others. Thorough teaching and autopilot teaching
followed the direct instruction model the most. Connectivist teaching and experimenting teaching leaned on
other approaches of instruction, even though some of the phases of the direct instruction model were present in
their lessons.
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This final issue raises the question of whether the direction instruction model encourages student participation.
This question is not unexpected, given the debate about cognitivism versus constructivism that has started
during the nineties of the last century. For example, Anderson, Reder and Simon (2000) criticize constructivism,
and argue that if students cannot construct knowledge on their own, they need instruction. They also
demonstrate that there is few evidence for the effectiveness of approaches to learning such as discovery learning
(cf. Kirschner, Sweller, & Clarke, 2006). Yet, these authors do agree that active participation of the learner is
key, and they postulate cognitive approaches to learning, where rehearsal and practice are needed. Looking back
at our results, the mean score for direct instruction model is between the codes “not using it at all” and “using it
partially or in a different order”. Only in thorough teaching and autopilot teaching some individual teachers
were given a mean between the codes “using it partially or in a different order” and “using it as is”. Findings
presented in this paper cannot be related to student learning. In Koopman et al. (2017), using multilevel
analysis, it was explored whether the instructional characteristics related to student learning. It was shown that
Student participation in meaning making and reasoning related positively to that student learning, while the
direct instruction model did not relate. This confirms that active participation of the learner is key to learning.
These profiles were revealed in a Dutch context and focused exclusively on fraction lessons. As this context
differs from other contexts and countries, where previous studies on MQI were conducted, findings cannot be
generalized to these other contexts and countries. At the same time, the findings resonate with those of
Gallagher (2016), who validated her four clusters using the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS).
For example, Gallagher‟s strong practices resemble our connectivist teaching and thorough teaching, as they all
scored high on both MQI and instructional practices. And, Gallagher‟s weak practices scored lower on MQI and
instructional practices, as did our autopilot teaching and teaching to the book.
A first limitation of our study was the small sample size, which was also apparent in the small number of
members in teaching to the book and ineffective teaching. On the other hand, the cluster analysis approach
showed that ineffective teaching was already a separate group in the four cluster solution, and teaching to the
book was split from autopilot teaching in the five cluster solution. Additionally, teachers participated voluntary,
which might have biased the findings. And, as the experts suggested, the prior knowlegde of the students might
have influenced the content and focus on the lessons. However, a large variety in teaching, both effective and
ineffective in terms of QIFl was revealed.
A second limitation is the low interrater reliability of the dimension Communicating high expectations.
Therefore, findings with respect to this dimension need to be carefully interpreted. This low interrater reliability
can be explained by the manner of scoring: this specific dimension was scored based on the whole lesson, and as
we used six lessons and their 48 fragments, the interrater reliability was calculated based on six scores.
Furthermore, differences in scoring between researchers were minimal and not systematic. Except for this
dimension, we feel the QIFl is valid for the Dutch context. Further research could validate QIFl for another
context, in terms of mathematics in general, another specific subject in mathematics, or in terms of another
country.
A final limitation is that the cluster analysis approach relies on the interpretation of researchers. When we
performed the cluster analysis, choices were made and criteria were set in order to find the most optimal cluster
solution. These choices and criteria were anchored in the methodology of performing cluster analysis (Norusis,
2011), yet, the interpretation remains ours. In order to be as reliable as possible, the authors, proficient in the
field of STEM education and educational studies, had several discussions in which our interpretations were
questioned.
Moreover, the discriminant analysis revealed that the majority of teachers were classified correctly, showing the
same kinds of patterns the cluster analysis did, though the percentage was not as high as we might have aimed
for. The clusters were generally validated by the experts as they recognized the different approaches to teaching
from their experience as teacher educators. However, in this respect the face validity of experimenting teaching
is questionable. Hence, future research is needed that replicates our study with a larger pool of teachers in order
to examine whether the same kinds of profiles can be revealed. Future research can also examine whether these
profiles are connected to Mathematical Knowlegde for Teaching (Hill, Blunk et al., 2008), teacher beliefs and
student learning.
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Table 3. Overview of the findings per cluster

Shortened
name
Focus

Connectivist
teaching
Studentcentred;
conceptual

Cluster 5
Content
oriented and
relying
completely on
the textbook
teaching
Thorough
Experimenting Autopilot
Teaching by
teaching
teaching
teaching
the book
Teacher-centred; Student-centred; Teacher-centred; Undirected;
conceptual
procedural
procedural
very
procedural

MQI

Very rich

Rich

Name

Cluster 1
Connectivist
teaching
linking to
student
thinking

Cluster 2
Transmissionist,
thorough,
content oriented
teaching

Working well Working well
with students with students
(some weaker
moments)
No errors
Little errors

General
pedagogical
instruction
strategies

Highest
student
activation
Always
connected
Many
strategies
No direct
instruction
Very little use
of the
textbook
High
expectations

High student
activation
Always
connected
Many strategies
Direct
instruction
Use of the
textbook
High
expectations

Cluster 3
Creative,
experimenting
teaching

Cluster 4
Autopilot
teaching, linking
to content

Averagely rich
(but unstable)
Working well
with students

Occasional rich
moments
Working well
with students

Hardly rich

Sometimes
imprecise
Less meaningmaking with
students
Well connected

Occasional errors No errors

Weak
responses to
students

Cluster 6
Ineffective
teaching

Ineffective
teaching
Undirected
;
very
procedural
Almost no
richness
Weak
responses
to students

Most
errors
Less meaningStudent
Least
making with
participation student
students
low
activation
Well connected Well
Not
connected
connected
Fewer strategies Fewer strategies Least
Fewer
strategies
strategies
No direct
Direct instruction No direct
No direct
instruction
instruction
instruction
Some use of
Use of textbook Textbook only Intensive
textbook
use of
textbook
Just below
Generally high
Just below
No high
average score on expectations
average score expectatio
expectations
on
ns
expectations

In terms of implications for practice, the profiles of connectivist teaching and thorough teaching function as a
speck on the horizon for in-service and for pre-service teachers. These teachers were able to guide lessons and to
choose among a variation of teaching strategies, that suits that lesson or situation best. They were able to create
a learning environment in which students‟ contributions are recognized and used to guide a lesson. They
communicated high expectations to their students, such that they are challenged to work on their tasks. Their
lessons were mathematically rich, they remediated errors at a conceptual level, and let students participate
actively in the lessons. This resonates with Schoenfeld and Kilpatrick‟s (2008) framework for proficient
mathematic teaching, where teaching is based in well-developed subject knowledge, focused on student thinking
and learning, performed in well-shaped and thought-through environments, and aimed at teaching for
understanding. The residue of the lesson (Hiebert et al., 1997) can be emphasised by summarizing what has
been learned – both Jeanine and Dave ended their lessons with a whole-class plenary and take-home message. It
is the combination of organizing a lesson well, a good pedagogical climate, and a focus on understanding the
subject matter that contributes to good fraction teaching.
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